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Motivations

• Duality symmetries play a fundamental role in String Theory

• Double Field Theory (DFT) emerges when making explicit T-duality invariance at the low energy effective level 

• Poisson-Lie T-duality generalizes Abelian and non-Abelian T-duality (it is based on Drinfeld doubles)

• Generalized Geometry (GG) introduced to describe the geometry of generalized vector bundles with 
fibers  

• Doubled Geometry combines DFT and GG: it doubles configuration space, so to accommodate for 
doubling of fibers

• Dynamics on group manifolds is a natural framework to investigate such issues in a proper geometric setting
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Drinfeld double

A Drinfeld double is an even-dimensional Lie group     whose Lie algebra    
can be decomposed into a pair of maximally isotropic subalgebras,    and   , 
with respect to a non-degenerate invariant bilinear form on   . 

Manin triple

• Since the bilinear form is non-degenerate, we can use it to identify Lie bialgebra

• Choosing , such that

structure 

• Lie bracket on    :  

(fundamental in DFT) 

• Jacobi identity on    imposes constraints on the structure constants:  
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Poisson-Lie T-duality

• Consider the non-linear sigma model                                                   with                                              

• Let , where is a 2-dimensional Lorentzian worldsheet and               a (pseudo) Riemannian
manifold, together with a B-field, which admits a free action of a Lie group      from the right

• The infinitesimal generators of the group action are the left-invariant vector fields 

If standard T-duality with isometries

• This can be generalized: 

Integrability condition

no isometries
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Poisson-Lie T-duality/plurality

Duality

• In general, a Drinfeld double has several decompositions into Manin triples PL T-plurality
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𝑆𝐿(2, ℂ) as a Drinfeld double

• The algebra of                   is spanned by                                     
with brackets:

• One can consider the dual vector space by introducing a basis dual to 

generators

• Two non-degenerate invariant scalar products:

Cartan-Killing

These vectors in turn span the Lie algebra of                   :                                       with      

• Both subalgebras and                 are maximally isotropic with respect to the scalar product

and each subalgebra acts on the other one non-trivially, by co-adjoint action:

is a Manin triple
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𝑆𝐿(2, ℂ) as a Drinfeld double: 𝑂 3,3 and Riemannian metrics

• Considering the scalar product                                          on               , we have another splitting w.r.t. this

• In doubled notation we have

• In doubled notation , with                                   

Invariant metric 

not positive-definite

By denoting        and         the two subspaces spanned by         and         respectively, this scalar product, 
with the splitting                  , defines a positive definite metric via

positive-definite 
Riemannian metric

Pseudo-orthogonal

• The sum                      is the generalized metric of DFT
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Principal Chiral Model (PCM) on 𝑆𝑈(2)

• Let , where     denotes the world-sheet with Minkowski (1,−1) signature

• Consider the non-linear sigma model

• Introducing the currents the e.o.m. can be written as :

Integrability condition

imposing unique solution

At fixed time, all the elements satisfying the boundary condition 
form an infinite dimensional Lie group current algebra

• can be regarded as the carrier space of the dynamics configuration space coordinates
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Hamiltonian description of the PCM: Alternative formulation

• Introducing canonical momenta the Hamiltonian and the e.t. Poisson brackets can be written
as

• Equations of motion:

• It is possible to give an equivalent description of the dynamics in terms of a new Poisson algebra 
and a modified Hamiltonian, with the currents playing a symmetric role:

with deformed Hamiltonian

for    purely imaginary
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Hamiltonian description of the PCM: Drinfeld double structure

• can be rewritten, upon rescaling and defining
as:

where                             are the structure constants of the                  algebra 

• In terms of the compact notation the Hamiltonian can be written as

with

We have a whole family of models, labelled by the parameter   , which are related (and indeed equivalent) to the 
standard             chiral model by the linear transformation *, which can be checked to be a               transformation. 
This transformation is a symmetry of the dynamics because it maps solutions into solutions.

*
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A family of Born geometries, T-plurality

Let be a para-Hermitian manifold and let be a Riemannian metric satisfying
. We call the triple                  a Born structure on    ,

where is called a Born manifold and                        a Born geometry.  

• The Riemannian structure shows up in the one-parameter family of PCM Hamiltonians

• The family                       is obtained by               transformation from                  Instance of Born geometries

• The family of equivalent Hamiltonian descriptions of the             PCM can be understood in terms of a 
one-parameter family of Born geometries for the target phase space , corresponding, for each
choice of the parameter , to a specific splitting of phase space, with            the canonical splitting 

• Intimate connection with Drinfeld doubles and Generalized Geometry

with
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Poisson-Lie dual models: T-duality transformation

• Introduce another imaginary parameter    in such a way to make the role of the subalgebras
and                        symmetric without modifying the dynamics:

• and      play a symmetric role we can perform a                transformation

which, in terms of                            , yields: with

and Poisson algebra Riemannian,
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Poisson-Lie dual models: 𝑆𝐵 2, ℂ PCMs

• The new family of models DPCM, (Dual Principal Chiral Models) has target configuration space the group 
manifold of                  , spanned by fields      , and momenta as fiber coordinates

• In the                limit

• Dual Lagrangian formulation:

target tangent bundle action functional

No non-degenerate invariant products on                , we choose the non-degenerate one: 

• Hamiltonian description:

with with Poisson algebra
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Poisson-Lie dual models: dual Born geometry

with

para-Hermitian structure,

• is not symplectomorphic to                :  the model cannot be given an equivalent description in 
terms of an algebra. However, the                  PCM model can be related to the             one through
B transformation
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Doubled formulation of PCM and reduction to submodels

• Double field formulation with the duality as a manifest symmetry of the action

with

• Defining the conjugate momenta and performing Legendre transform

• Reduction to the two dual models can be achieved by gauging the global symmetries

Fixing the Iwasawa decomposition             , for any element                        , the action     has manifest 
global symmetry under                     and                .     

▪ Gauging we recover the model on                                    

▪ Gauging we recover the model on                                    
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Conclusions and future perspectives

• Description of T-duality properties of the             PCM by means of an equivalent one-parameter
deformation reformulation, interpreted in terms of Born geometry

• Introduction of a family of dual models (DPCM) with                   as target space

• The models have Poisson-Lie symmetry; T-duality is of Poisson-Lie type

• A double field theory can be formulated, with manifest symmetries, which reduces to either model 
after appropriate symmetry gauging

• A further extension of this model can be given by adding a Wess-Zumino term. This could provide a 
deeper insight on the geometric structures of String Theory on AdS-type geometry. 


